R6 IN-EAR
BLUETOOTH

®

LEGENDARY SOUND + GREAT FIT
After 60+ years of making legendary loudspeakers, we built upon our bold
audio heritage to revolutionize the headphone industry. Since 2007 we
have been creating the most innovative headphones on the market. We are
the performance and comfort leaders. Period.

SO COMFORTABLE IT’S PATENTED.
The same advanced acoustic engineering and industrial design from our
legendary Reference home theater speakers provide the performance,
voice and design for the Klipsch R6 In-Ear Bluetooth® monitors. They are
engineered for pure performance and designed to be the best sounding,
most comfortable headphones on earth and the embodiment of legendary
Klipsch sound. Klipsch in-ear monitors utilize patented contour ear tips
that are anatomically designed to accurately fit inside the human ear
canal. These soft oval silicon tips reduce ear fatigue as well as provide an
amazing seal for excellent noise isolation and bass response. Only Klipsch
has them!

FORM, FUNCTION AND STYLE
Constructed from aluminum and elastomer, this sleek design is lightweight,
durable and comfortable.

YOUR MUSIC COULD SOUND BETTER. JUST SAYIN’
Dual-magnet moving coil drivers cover a wide frequency range with
dynamic detail and deliver strikingly realistic sound. Using the awardwinning acoustics of our R6 In-ear family, the Bluetooth® version gives
you the freedom from wires without the hassle of being tethered to your
device. Using aptX® and AAC technology, you no longer have to choose
between sound or comfort.

ADVANCED THREE-BUTTON REMOTE + CLEAR VOICE MIC

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
STYLE

Behind-Ear

DRIVER DESIGN

KG-065 Dynamic Moving Coil Micro Speaker

DRIVER DIAMETER

6.5mm

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

10Hz - 19kHz

NOISE ISOLATION

-22 dB

WEIGHT

23.5g

BATTERY

85 mAh

B L U E T O O T H S P E C I F I C AT I O N S
®

VERSION

Bluetooth 4.0

PROFILES

Multipoint A2DP, AVRCP, Multipoint HFP

A2DP CODECS

SBC, AAC®, aptX®

RANGE

Up to 10m (33 ft)

INPUT RATING

5V DC, 0.5A

BATTERY STATUS

iOS battery status monitor

Offers full control of most smartphone models including Android and Apple
devices, allowing for seamless control of music and phone calls. Equipped
with cVc®, R6 In-Ear Bluetooth automatically enhances voice clarity and
actively reduces environmental noise to ensure you sound loud and clear.

ACCESSORIES
Each R6 Bluetooth® headphone comes with a carrying case, wire cinch and
four different sized ear tips so you can customize your perfect fit.
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